
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of information
designer. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for information designer

Develop and support of technical documentation
Addresses technical discussion for issues and provide recommendations for
resolution
Work collaboratively within a project team of committed professionals
Ensure that all deliverables from Offshore are as per the quality guidelines
Conceptualize, design, code, develop and test the web design of complex
online courses and content using HTML and CSS (including HTML5 and
CSS3), interactive e-learning authoring software
Utilize visual communications expertise including proficiency with various
media (photographs, vector art, and other illustrations software including
Adobe Creative Suite), color theory, fonts, file types, creating a consistent
visual image, , in the design and development of online courses and content
that support and enhance student learning
Organize, maintain timelines, and workflow for projects
Engage in continuous improvement related to emerging technologies and
current best practices in a rapidly changing field, including adopt, implement,
and educate colleagues on new techniques and practices
Provide technical, and visual leadership, and coding language (HTML and
CSS) support to the Center for Learning Technology to ensure quality end
products, including implementing style guides and other resources and tools
to promote consistency in online products
Create visual mockups and explorations from wireframe sketches
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Good knowledge in Data warehousing concepts
Expertise with Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign or their functional
equivalent
Experience designing interaction and visual design systems for home
networking, home automation, home security, or whole home audio systems
Bachelor’s degree - preferably in design, communications, computer science,
or a related field
A minimum of 3 but preferably 5 years of professional experience in UX/UI
design or development
Expertise writing user personas, conducting user interviews, building
complex information architectures, and designing website wireframes


